
UNIVERSAL TIME CLOCK 
SOFTWARE UPDATE CHANGE LOG 

Time Clock Updates 
Occasionally, Icon Time Systems released new updates for your employee time clock. These updates are provided free off 

cost and often includes important reliability fixes, new features and other product improvements. To see what is included in 

the latest update, find the version number below.  

Version 2.5.7458 
 New Payroll option  found under reports.  

 Export to Paychex Flex directly from the clock, without downloading PC based app.  

 Email timecards in order to process payroll, requires Email Alerts upgrade.  

 New Department Code  and Payroll ID  fields for exporting to Payroll.   

 Update your time clock through the web browser using a Mac. 

 Find the time clock unique Mac address on the About page. 

 Save ‘0’ non-worked hours for notating special events on the timecard.  

 Submit your product and service feedback directly to our product team with the new Feedback link.. 

 Delete punches on the clock all at once, without having to segment by the oldest punches. 

 New backup error checking, notifies you if there are issues saving time clock data backups. 

 Bug Fix: When Using Chrome, user is prompted to log in multiple times.  

 Various other minor bug fixes. 

Version 2.5.7413 
 Fixed a Chrome browser related issue where time clock users were getting kicked out of the time clock web application. 

Version 2.5.6407 
 Added a link on the About Your Time Clock page to the System Information page. The System Information page is 

used to assist in diagnosis when experiencing technical issues. 

 Employee Input data (Tips/Jobs, Piece Counts etc.) now included on the CSV export file.  
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 Changed the “Signature” toggle on reports to “Page Break” for clarification.  

 Fixed an issue with Benefit Accruals where when the Reset Amount and Yearly Hours were both set to an amount 

greater than zero, benefit accruals would not accrue. 

Version 2.5.6240 
 Fix for a daylight savings time bug that would prevent the time from advancing (Spring Forward) on March 8th, 2015. 

Version 2.5.5806 
Various minor bug fixes and product improvements.  

 RTC-1000 Department List and Clock List, to provide more information to the user on the list 

 For users of the Email Alerts upgrade we have added a link under Settings to test email setup. 

 Upon erasing all memory and resetting the clock to factory defaults, the static IP address and Child Clock data was not 
erasing.    

 Lunch At field now accepts a value greater than 8.    

 Issue where some clocks would lock up when updated using certain USB Flash drives.  Port When Updating Via Some 
Flash Drives, Clock Gets Bricked  

 Incorrect values were retained in the Lunch Time Deduction fields even when the feature is disabled/hidden  

 Employee ID / PIN allowed the user to save with fewer than 3 digits  

 Extended the length of time that Supervisor Mode options display without timing out  

 Benefit Hours (Sick, Hol, or Vac) and NonWorked were being included in report filtered by time range  

 

 Version 2.5.5475 
 Bug fix, after upgrading from SB-100 PRO to RTC-1000, employee input options was missing.  

 

Version 2.5.5381 
 IMPORTANT UPDATE—fixes a memory leak that effects all users of 2.5056 or 2.5.5008 software.  
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Version 2.5.5056 
 Improvements to the Edit and Employee page and when an unused employee slot is flagged as “edited” in the soft-

ware. 

 Improvement to RTC-1000 multi-clock software that prevents Child Clock from inheriting the IP address of the Parent 

Clock. 

Version 2.5.5008 - Major Update with Free Features 
New Features for SB-100 PRO and RTC-1000 

 New software interface. 

 Deduct lunch time per day option, that prevents the system from deducting lunch more than once per day. 

 Track Holiday Time—enter holiday time for multiple employees, with a single transaction. 

 Enhanced Timecard Report—Added columns for benefit time, Grand Total at the bottom of the report, time format 

indicator found a the bottom of the report.  

 New employee list replaces the Roster Report 

 Removed Batch Edits option. 

New Features for RTC-1000 Only 

 Department support, track employee time in up to 32 departments  

 New Timecard by Department Report that summarized employee time by department. 

 Supervisor Logins—assign an employee to a supervisor. Supervisors have access only to assigned employee data.  

 Filter Reports by Time of Day—great for looking up tardy and late punches.  

 Employee Web Punch Entry—licenses for 5 employees to punch In/Out through the web browsers. Additional licenses 

may be purchased.  
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